Carrel Application Form
FALL 2021
University of Alabama Libraries

Name: _______________________________________________________________

Phone: _______________________________________________________________

Email: _______________________________________________________________

Status
○ Faculty
○ Doctoral candidate working on dissertation. *Due to high demand for carrels, graduate students must provide written statement or email from Faculty Advisor confirming work on dissertation/thesis*

Signature of Applicant: (original signature, typed name will not be accepted): Date:

Carrel Request is for:
FALL 2021_____ (August 8 – December 14, 2021)

Notice:
○ Carrels may not be reserved on behalf of another person
○ Carrels may not be shared due to guidelines for COVID-19.
○ Unvaccinated occupants are required to wear a mask at all times.
○ Occupants are responsible to disinfect and sanitize carrel during each use.

For Graduate Students:
Name of Advisor: ___________________________________________________________

Email of Advisor: ___________________________________________________________

Signature of Advisor (original signature, typed name will not be accepted): Date:

Graduate students must provide written statement or email from Faculty Advisor confirming work on dissertation for approval on carrel assignments. Please attach with application.

Please return this form to Associate Dean Emy Decker, University Libraries, enecker@ua.edu to be considered for a carrel assignment and reservation.
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